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First Lessons in learning the Notes.

C. CZERNY. Op. 599.

1.

2.

*) It is also well to practice the first 18 Exercises transposed a semitone higher and a semitone lower, retaining the original fingering.
Five-finger Exercises
with quiet Hand.

11.

12.
*) Be careful to hold the first note of the measure, in the left hand, and to play the last staccato.
15. +) Compare Remark to NO 13.

+038
Exercises
within the Compass of an Octave, on white Keys only.
Exercises

exceeding the Compass of an Octave, but only on white Keys.
Exercises for the Bass-Clef.
Exercises
with Sharps and Flats.
Exercises
with Rests and other Signs.

Allegro moderato.

43.

Allegro.

44.
Allegretto.

45.
Exercises for the Attainment of Freedom and Agility.

Allegretto.

58.\(^*)

59.\(^{**})

\(^*) Also practice a semitone higher, with the same fingering
\(^{**}) Also transpose a semitone lower.
Allegro.

60.

f legato sempre

*) Also practice in F, with a slight change of fingering in the 7th measure.
Vivace.

\( \text{Also practice in Gb.} \)

H038
Allegro.

65.

+) Also practice in Db.
Allegro vivace.

Allegro.

+ Also a semitone lower.
Allegretto.

\[ \text{May also be practiced a semitone higher and lower.} \]
Melodic Exercises
with and without Embellishments.

Andante.

71.

\(\text{p cantabile.}\)

\(\text{+) Also practice in F.}\)
Allegretto.

Andantino.

+) Compare Remark to No 18.
Allegretto.

80.

+) Earlier way of using the dot; we should now write thus: etc.
Exercises

with Appoggiaturas and other useful Embellishments.

Allegretto.
Allegretto all'Ungherese.

Allegro.
Allegro.

Also transpose a semitone higher and lower.
Allegretto.

\( \text{Also transpose into F, retaining the original fingering.} \)
Allegro.

* Also transpose a semitone higher and lower. *